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LITTLE BEAUTY SAUVIGNON BLANC

”Vinultra prestige range”

Story Little Beauty is Vinultra prestige range,whose wines come from
single vineyards. Production is strictly limited (limited edition) to ensure
premium quality. Little Beauty Sauvignon Blanc comes from the world-famous
Marlborough area in the Waihopai Valley. The climatic conditions are unique in
the region. Long and bright summers,warm days and cool nights,create the
ideal conditions for premium quality grapes. Warm days create a good
fruitiness and cool nights an acidity that balances it

Producer "Vinultra is the parent company of three collections of
quality wines under the names Little Beauty, Pounamu, and Insight. All their
grapes come from a 41-hectare family estate situated on the rolling, stony
hillsides of a river valley, cultivating five cool-climate grape varieties:
Sauvignon Blanc, Riesling, Pinot Gris, Gewürztraminer, and Pinot Noir. Fleur
McCree and Mark Duns, both from Marlborough, share the philosophy that
exceptional wines stem from exceptional vineyards. In 2002, they realized
their dream by acquiring an old sheep farm in Waihopai after an extensive
search, transforming it into five unique vineyards within five years. Initially, they
sold the grapes to some of the region's top producers. However, when the
time was right, they sought out Eveline Fraser, a world-class winemaker who
was available after her time at Cloudy Bay. This collaboration resulted in a
winning combination: deeply dedicated farmers working alongside an
exceptionally skilled visionary winemaker. Vinultra's wines have found their
way to Michelin-starred restaurants and the tables of discerning consumers
worldwide."

COLOR Light yellow with a greenish accent

AROMA Rich and versatile. Exotic fruityness, mango, honeydew melon,
also elegant currant, herbalism, tomato leaf. Mild smoky mineral notes

TASTE Very elegant and well-balanced. The fruitiness of the wine is well-
balanced by good acidity. Leaves a fresh and refreshing aftertaste,
supplemented with refined mineral notes

TIPS FOR USE for elegant fish and shellfish dishes. Noble fish, lobster
and crab, oysters or scallops. Try it with stylish salads. A classic companion
to mature goat cheese.

WINE TYPE White wines
GRAPES Sauvignon Blanc

100%
MANUFACTURER Vinultra
ALCOHOL
CONTENT

13%

SUGAR CONTENT 2,2 g/l

PACKAGE SIZE 6 bottle(s)
BOTTLE CLOSING Screw

cap
BOTTLE SIZE 0,75 l
PRODUCT
NUMBER

207002

AVAILABLE FROM FOLLOWING WHOLESALES VV KK PP
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